CORRESPONDENCE
Thi8 department is provided for the publication of informal communications which are of interest because they are informative or
stimulating, and for the discussion of controversial matters.
HISTOLOGICALLY SIMPLE MACULES

To the

EDITOR:

It is my impression that, so far, only workers from the Philippines
have reported definite leprotic macules which on histological examination s~pw only round cell infiltration without tuberculoid foci
or with only a few "suspicious" foci. Although many such macules are
undoubtedly retrogressed lesions, previously tuberculoid, there are
others which seem to be young and progressing. Almost all of the latter
variety t~at I have seen were in young children, and could be considered
as belonging to Muir's juvenile type.
the other hand, there are also
otJ:!er macules in children which clinically belong to the juvenile type
but which on biopsy exhib,it a typical tuberculoid histological structure.
With, reference to patients presenting such simple macule.s chjuacterized only by round cell infiltration, I would liJt.e to ask the
following questions: (1) Are many such cases seen in other countries
where leprosy is endemic? (2) Should such cases be considered as
having tuberculoid le~ions? (3) Do such. ca~es belo~g t~ the neural
or the cutaneous type, or should the macules be considered merely as
precursors of either type and the cases therefore too early to be classified under either?
Cebu Skin Dispensa'!Y
J. N. RODRIGUEZ
Cebu, Cebu

On

CLASSIFICATION OF LEPROSY

To th.e EDITO,R:
In SUbmitting my paper on the classification of leprosy' I wish
to point out that I am not entirely satisfied with my previous article
in the South African Medical Journal [10 (1936) 17-25], though it has
the virtue of expreSsing ~y ~easons for disagreeing with the Memorial
Conference classiijcation, or at least with one aspect of it. Since it
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was written I have realized that your defence of th,at classification is
based on broader principles-chiefly clinical-than I had thought.
I have also come to the conclusion that the suggestioll I made then was
not the best solution of the difficulties. I hope that with the modification now offered the Memorial Conference classification will prove
more generally acceptable.
It is to be understood that in t4.is article I use the word "cutaneous"
in only one sense, the Q.ictionary sense. To me a lesion of the s1Qn
is cutaneous whether i.t is a leproma or a lepride. In some cases the
cutaneous element (in the dictionary sense) is predominant, and I
therefore call them cutaneous-short for predominantly cutaneous.
In other cases the neural element predominates, and them I call neural
-short for predominantly neural. That the predominantly cutaneous
group or type is the same thing as what the Conference cl888ification
calls "cutaneous" I do not deny, but it does not follow that I give the
word a special, nondictionary sense. However, despite the difficulty
that I find in adopting the Conference classification, I am adhering to
it very strictly, and I do not think it necessary to abandon it until
this can be done by common agreement.
Batsobelo L eper A8ylum
R. C. GERMOND
Maseru, Basutoland.
LEPROSY AND CLIMATE IN CHINA

To the EDITOR:
I have read with great interest Dr. Clarence A. Mills' article in
the third issue of THE JOURNAL for 1936, but as regards China I
cannot agree with the conclusions at which he arrives. Dr. Mills is
correct in saying that our data in China have hardly reached the
level of statistics, but we have a great deal of additional information
since I wrote the paper to which he refers.
The more I study the distribution of the disease in this country
the more dissatisfied I am with attributing any important influence
to climatic causes. Furthermore, the statements made in Dr. Mills'
article as regards distribution are incorrect in the light of further
knowledge. While there are many gaps still to be filled in, the following facts are, I believe, indisputable.
1. Leprosy is very prevalent in the low-lying delta of the West
River in Canton province. This area lies just within the tropi~
and il:l hot and steamy in the summer.

